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ABSTRACT 
ntial equations that govern light propagation in Kerr media are derived when the ap- 
ectric field direction and magnitude vary along the light path. Case studies predict Kerr 
optic fringe patferns for the specific case of pointlplane electrodes. We apply the charac- 
irections theory of photoelasticity to understand these fringes. We also study birefrin- 
ia with small Kerr constant, in particular transformer oil. For this case we show that 
ions in the characteristic parameter theory is possible, resulting in simple integral re- 
s between the characteristic parameters and the applied electric field. We use these 

nships to extend the ac modulation method to measure the characteristic param- 
all Kerr constant media. Measurements of the characteristic parameters using the 
on method are presented for point/plane electrodes in transformer oil. The mea- 

ee reasonably well with space charge free theory for infinite extent electrodes for 
tical expressions are available. We finally employ the 'onion peeling' method to 

e axisymmetric electric field magnitude and direction from the measured charac- 
eters and compare the results to the analytically obtained electric field. 

tric liquids. The refractiv erence between optical electric field 
perpendicular to the applied trans- 

in the plane perpendicular to the di- 

z (propagation direction of light) 

E ?  

'Y 

Figure 1. The transverse component ET (in the xg plane) of the applied 
electric field E for light propagating in the +z direction and the angles II, 
and p where $ is the angle between the x-axis and the total electric field 
E and cp is the angle between the x-axis and the transverse component of 
the electric field ET. 

non-invasively determine the (tranverse) electric field direction p and 
magnitude ET. Measuring the electric field is necessary in the study 
and modeling of HV conduction and breakdown characteristics in insu- 
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422 Ustiindag et al.: Kerr Electro-Optic Theory and Measurements 

lating liquids since the conduction laws are often unknown and the elec- 
tric field cannot be found from the geometry alone by solving the Pois- 
son equation with unknown volume and surface charge distributions. 
Optical measurement of high electric fields offers near-perfect electrical 
isolation between the measured field and the measuring instrumenta- 
tion, avoids interference errors and makes extensive shielding and in- 
sulation requirements unnecessary [2]. 

The method is limited to transparent dielectrics. However most liq- 
uid dielectrics, in particular the most common HV transformer oil, are in 
this category, making the method very attractive. The liquid dielectrics 
which were investigated in past work using the Kerr electro-optic effect 
include transformer oil [3-81, highly purified water and water/ethylene 
glycol mixtures [9-111 and nitrobenzene [12-141. The effect also can be 
used for gases (SFs) [l] and solids (polymethylmethacrylate) [15]. In 
this paper 'Kerr medium' refers to an electrically stressed transparent 
dielectric which obeys (1). 

Most past experimental work has been limited to cases where the 
electric field magnitude and direction have been constant along the light 
path such as two long concentric or parallel cylinders [I, 9,121 or parallel 
plate electrodes [l, 101. However, to study charge injection and break- 
down phenomena, very high electric fields are necessary (=lo7 V/m) 
and for these geometries large electric field magnitudes can be obtained 
only with very HV (typically >lo0 kV). Furthermore, in these geometries 
the breakdown and charge injection processes occur randomly in space 
often due to small unavoidable imperfections on otherwise smooth elec- 
trodes. The randomness of this surface makes it impossible to localize 
the charge injection and breakdown and the problem is complicated be- 
cause the electric field direction also changes along the light path. To cre- 
ate large electric fields for charge injection at a known location and at 
reasonable voltages, a point electrode is often used in HV research where 
again the electric field direction changes along the light path. Hence it 
is of interest here to extend Kerr electro-optic measurements to cases 
where the electric field direction changes along the light path, with spe- 
cific application for point/plane electrodes. 

In this paper we present the general theory and experiments of Kerr 
electro-optic measurements of the electric field whose magnitude and 
direction changes along the light path, specifically applied to point/ 
plane electrodes. We first derive the governing differential equations 
for light propagation in Kerr media and integrate them to predict bire- 
fringence patterns for a point/plane electrode geometry with specific 
parameters used for nitrobenzene, a high Kerr constant dielectric. We 
introduce the characteristic parameters which have been used in pho- 
toelasticity [16]. We discuss how they can be measured and in particu- 
lar extend the ac modulation [3,6,17] method to measure them for cases 
when the Kerr constant is small. We present experimental values of the 
characteristic parameters for transformer oil between point/plane elec- 
trodes. Utilizing the axisymmetry of the electric field distribution of the 
point/plane electrode geometry, we then use the experimental charac- 
teristic parameter values to recover the electric field using the 'onion 
peeling' method [18]. Finally we compare the recovered and analytical 
electric fields. 

2 LIGHT PROPAGATION IN 
ARBITRARY KERR MEDIA 

2.1 GOVERNING LIGHT 
PROPAGATION EQUATl 0 N S 

When the direction of the electric field is not constant along the light 
path, (1) indicates aninhomogeneous anisotropic medium. For Kerr me- 
dia An is typically very small 

hence the anisotropy is rather weak. For this case it is possible to ob- 
tain a reduced set of Maxwell's equations which are simple and easy to 
analyze. The derivation here is similar to that of Aben's [16]. 

We assume that light propagates in a straight line in the +z direc- 
tion. This assumption is not true for a general anisotropic inhomoge- 
neous medium but is approximately true for Kerr media in analogy to 
weakly inhomogeneous isotropic media. Because of (2), reflections are 
negligible and we also assume that the Kerr media is lossless (no ab- 
sorption). With no power loss or reflections in the system, the intensity 
of light does not change while propagating in typical Kerr media. 

We begin with the source-free Maxwell equations for time harmonic 
fields in non-magnetic media which may be written in the form 

A n < 1  (2) 

VxVxe(r') = w2pod(r ' )  (3) 
V .  d(F) = 0 (4) 

Here r' is the position vector, po = 4 ~ x 1 0 - ~  H/m is the magnetic 
permeability of free space, w is the angular frequency of the light, and 
e(?) and d(r') are the time-harmonic complex amplitude electric field 
and displacement fields respectively, related to the real time-dependent 
optical fields e(?, t )  and d(F, t )  by 

e(?, t )  = % {e(F)eiwt} 

d(F,  t )  = 93 {d(F)eiwt} 
(5)  
(6) 

where i = a, 
that [19,20] 

For one dimensional variations with only the z coordinate we assume 

= o  (7) 
a a  - 

ax ay - -  - 

It follows from (2), (4) and (7) that e, and d,, the z components of the 
electric and displacement fields are essentially zero. Thus we only have 
J: and y components of the electric and displacement fields so that (3) 
reduces to 

d2~,$z' + ,wJz[Ezz(z)ez(z) + Ezy(z)ey(z)l = o 

+ bow2 [q,,(z)e,(z) + ~~,(z)e~(z)] = o 
(8) 

d 2 e , ( 4  
dz2 

where we used the dielectric constitutive relation 

(9) 
EZZ(Z) E&) 

[w:] = [ 4 4  E d Z i ]  [:;::;I 
Here d,(z) and d y ( z )  are the components of d(z), e,(z) and ey(z) 
are the components of e(.) and ezj (2) are the components of the per- 
mittivity tensor. For lossless Kerr media ~ i j  (.) are real and symmetric. 

Beside the fixed zyz frame it is convenient to work in the frame 
that rotates with the applied electric field in which the Kerr effect is 
expressed. This frame will be referred as the ET frame (see Figure 2)  
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Figure 2. ET frame of I 

the xy plane. 

where the constitutive rela 

Subscripts /I and I are 
of the electric field, the dis 
The permittivity tensor an 
frames are related by usua 

E,, (4 = E// ( 2  

.yy(.) = E l ( ;  

E z y ( 4  = [ E / / (  

e,(z) = 4: 
.y(.) = e l (  

and 

Here p(z) is the directior 
Figure 1. Substituting (11) , 
for the components of the ( 

dz2 

- 2d dP1 

dP1 + 2 -  d 

2.2 THE K 

The Kerr effect of (1) ma 
ponents as 

where E n  is the permittivit! 
E(.) : 
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of the page) 

xtions parallel and perpendicular to ET in 

inship is 

ed to indicate the respective components 
%cement field and the permittivity tensor. 
iectric field components in fixed and ET 
itation transformations 
os2‘p(z) + El(z)s in2p(z)  

:os2+) + EI(z)sin2p(z) (11) 
- EL ( z ) ]  cos p( z )  sin ‘p( z )  

:osp(z) - e l ( z )  sinp(z) 

f ET(Z) in the zy  plane as indicated in 
1(12) into (8) yields differential equations 
ical electric field in the ET frame 

coscp(z) + e/(.) s i n p ( z )  (12) 

RR EFFECT IN TERMS 
F PERMITTIVITY 
COMPONENTS 

Ne expressed in terms of permittivity com- 

Substituting (14) in (11) yields 
E,,(Z) = E L ( Z )  + 2Eon(z)XBE&) 

Eyy(Z) = E l ( Z )  + 2Eon(z)XBE,(z)  
Ezy ( 2 )  = 2Eon(z)XBE, ( z )E ,  ( 2 )  

(16) 

whereE,(z) = E ~ ( z ) c o s p ( z ) a n d E ~ ( z )  = E T ( z ) s i n p ( z ) a r e  
the respective components of the applied transverse electric field. 

The isotropic permittivity E of the dielectric in the absence of any ap- 
plied electric field is related to EL and E,, by [21] 

It follows from (2) and (17) that n ( z )  in (14) and (16) can be replaced 
with the isotropic refractive index n since the introduced errors to 
the permittivity components are on the order of ~ ~ [ A n ( z ) ] ~ .  Conse- 
quently 

(18) 
and 

E&) + 2E&) = 3 E  (17) 

E&) - E L ( Z )  k5 2EonXBE$(z) 

Ez,(Z) - Eyy(Z) = 2EonXB[E3z) - E341 
Ezy(.) 2 E 0 n X B E z ( z ) E y ( z )  (19) 

2.3 APPROXIMATE GOVERNING 
EQUATIONS FOR KERR MEDIA 

It follows from (2), (ll), (17) and (18) that 

EZY(Z), IEm(Z) - € 1 ,  I&,,(.) - El 

e3 ( z )  = a3 ( z )  exp(-ikz) 

(20) 

(21) 

Then we can assume solutions of the form 

j = IC, y 
in (8). Here k = w m  is the isotropic wave number and a3 ( z )  is a 
slowly varying amplitude function of z due to the weak birefringence 
where 

which modulates the isotropic solution. Substituting (21) in (8) and 
neglecting the second order term by virtue of (22) yields approximate 
equations 

Note that each equation in (23) is first order as opposed to second order 
in (8). This is because assumptions (21) and (22) eliminate the waves 
traveling in the -z direction. Equation (23) may be simplified further 
by the transformations 

where 
a j ( z )  = b j ( z )  exp(-i+(z)) j = 2, y (24) 

d ( z )  = [E,,(z’) + E ~ ~ ( Z ’ )  - 2 ~ ] d z ’  

z (25) 
0 

= 1 [& / (Z ’ )  + E l ( Z ’ )  - 2 4  dz’ 
4 E  

n 
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Substituting (24) and (25) into (23) yields 
k 

= -i- [E,,(z) - Eyy(z)]b,(z) dz 4 E  

A(z) and A’(z) are called the system matrices of (32) and (33) respec- 
tively 

2.4 SOLUTIONS TO THE 
G OV E RN I N G EQUATIONS 

From (27) it is clear that 
b’(4 = SIcp(z)lb(z) (35) 

where S is the rotation matrix 
cos0 sin0 

- s i n 0  cos0 

Given the transverse electric field distribution ET(x) and the in- 
put polarization at some initial point X O ,  (32) may be integrated to find 
b’(zj 

b’(z) = St’(z, zo)b’(xo) (37) 
The 2x2 complex matrix St’(z, zo) is known as the matricant of (33) 
[22,23]. If the entries of A’ (2) are well behaved functions, which is true 
for any physical electric field distribution, fl’(z,zo) always uniquely 
exists. The matricant will be studied in detail in the following Sections 
for arbitrary electric field distributions as well as for some simple special 
electric field distributions which allow analytical evaluation. 

Once 0’ (z, zo) is found, it follows from (35) that the solution for (32) 
is 

- i7rB2EZ ( z )  Ey (2) b, ( 2 )  b(z) = fib, zo)b(zo) (38) 

(39) 

and where St(z,  zo) is the matricant of (32) 
fl(z, 2 0 )  = s [-cp(z)] fi’(z, 20)s [Cp(zo)] d b j ( z )  = -irBEg(z)b,,(z) + -bl(.z) d d z )  

dbl(z) = inBE$(z)bl(z) - -b,,(z) 

as the approximate governing equations of light propagation in Kerr me- 
dia. From (21), (24) and (25) notice that b, ( z )  are related to the light 
electric field components e3 (2) by a phase factor 

2.5 SIMPLE SPECIAL CASE (30) dx dz 

d z  dz 
d P ( 4  

STUDIES 

When A’(z) is constant, (33) shows that St’(z, zo) reduces to the 
well known matrix exponential exp(A’z). In fact, the matricant may 
be found as a matrix exponential even if A’(z) is not constant if the 
eigenvectors of A’(z) are independent of z [23]. In this Section we 
present analytical evaluation of 0 ’ ( z ,  zo) for some simple electric field 
distributions. All these cases are in fact matrix exponentials and can be 
found as such although we find them by straight-forward integration. 

(3l) 

2.5.1 ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS 

I b,(zj = e,(z)  exp [n 1 [Ezz(z/) + Eyy(z’) + 2&] dz’ 
0 

j = 2,  y, 11, I 
In the remainder of this work we often use the matrix forms of (29) 

and (30) which are 

db(z) = A(z)b(z) 
dz 

db’(z) 
d z  

= A’(z)b’(z) 
respectivelv, where 

WITH CONSTANT DIRECTION 
(32) 

(33) 

Most past Kerr effect analysis and measurements have been limited 
to the case when the direction of the electric field is constant along the 
light path, 2 = 0. Then (33) and (34) yield 

which can be integrated to give 
b’(z) = G [ 4 ( z ,  zo)] b’(zo) (41) 

where 

(34) G(Q)  = O ]  o eie (42) 

b’(z) = 

and 
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ase shift between the electric field com- 
allel and perpendicular to ET. The ma- 

reduces to 

Equation (47) can be by diagonalizing N (see for example [24] 
and eigenvalues) to obtain eigenval- 

(50) 

for diagonalization, 

and the eigenvector 

ues fiS where 

where Vt = [VT] *. 
(52) 

equation for b”(x) 

T B  E; ( z)Nd b”( z )  (53) d z  
where 

(54) 

Equation (53) is easily 
(55) 

(56) 

Using (37), (52) and (55), O’(z, 20) is obtained as 

u = sin q(z ,  zo) 
If both E+(z) and 9 are constants then q ( z ,  zo) reduces to 

Note that if 
This special case is particularly useful for testing numerical algo- 

rithms to be used for the usual electric field distributions that do not 
allow closed form solutions and thus require numerical evaluation of 
(32) to (34). 

= 0, then (58) reduces to (45). 

3 PROPERTIES OF THE 
MATRl CANT 

It will become clear in Sections 4 and 6 that the matricant O ( z ,  zo)  
can be measured and in Section 9 we will show how the electric field 
can be recovered from these measurements. In this Section we list im- 
portant properties of the matricant which will be used in the following 
sections. Detailed derivations can be found in [22,23]. All the proper- 
ties are presented in the context of the matricant of (32), a(%, zo). All 
the properties in this Section are also valid for Cl’(%, 20)  or matricants 
of other similar systems described by differential equations-of the form 
in (32) to (34). 

3.1 PEANO EXPANSION AND 
GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL 

EQUATl ON 

A general formula of the matricant in terms of the system matrix is 
found from (32) and (38) as 

z 

a(%, zo) = I + J’ A(z’)dz‘ 

(59) 

+ 1 A(%’) 1 A(z”)dz”dz’ + . . . 
ZO ZO 

which is known as the Peano expansion. Unfortunately (59) is seldom 
practical to evaluate the matricant. It is useful however to develop ma- 
tricant properties. In particular, taking the derivative of (59) yields the 
governing differential equation of the matricant 

= A(z)SZ(z, zo) (60) dz 
which also directly follows from (32) and (38). Note from (59) that 
O(z0, zo) = I which is also clear from (38). 

3.2 THE JACOB1 IDENTITY 

Defining la(%, zo) 1 as the determinant of a(%, zo) and using (60) 
with (34) yields the Jacobi identity 

z 

1a(z, zo)l = e x ~ ( / ( A ~ ( z ’ )  + Azz(z’))dz’) = 1 (61) 
2 0  

a(z, zo) is thus nonsingular. 
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3.3 DIFFERENT INITIAL POINTS 

For two different initial points zo and zb it follows from (60) and the 
evaluation of the right hand side of the identity 

by the product rule that 

where Cis a constant matrix. Equation (63) states that the matricants of a 
system with different initial points may only differ by a constant matrix. 
In particular, evaluating (63) at point z = zb gives C = Cl(zb, 20) so 
that 

q z ,  20)  = a(.%, zA)C (63) 

q z ,  20) = %, z;)%;, 20) (64) 

3.4 THE INVERSE OF THE 
MATRICANT 

Evaluating (64) at z = zo yields an important property of the inverse 
of the matricant 

[fqzh, zo)] -l = fqzo, .A) (65) 

3.5 UNIQUENESS 

Uniqueness of a(z, zo) can be shown by following a procedure sim- 
ilar to (62). Let h ( z ,  20) be an other matricant different from 0 ( z , zo ) .  
It follows from (60) and the evaluation of the right hand side of the iden- 
tity 

by the product rule that 

where D is a constant matrix. Evaluting at z = zo yields D = I hence 
%, 20) = xo)D (67) 

q z ,  zo) = N z ,  zo). 

3.6 COMPLEX CONJUGATE 
SYSTEM 

If A is replaced by [A(z)] *, the matricant of this new system, say 
- n(x, zo) ,  follows from (59) as 

Hence if the system matrix is replaced by its complex-conjugate, the ma- 
tricant of the new system is also replaced by its complex-conjugate. 

- 

f q z ,  .a) = [%, zo)] * (68) 

3.7 M U LT I P L I CAT1 V E DER I VAT IV E 

Equation (59) gives n ( z ,  zo) in terms of A(z) .  The relation that 
gives A( z )  in terms of 0 (z , zo) is 

[% zo)] (69) 
d W z ,  20) A(z)  = 

d z  
Equation (69) is known as the multiplicative derivative [23] and directly 
follows from (60). 

4 THE CHARACTERISTIC 

4.1 UNlTARlTY OF THE MATRICANT 

PARAMETERS 

FOR KERR MEDIA 

We now consider (32) which governs light propagation in Kerr media 
in the fixed reference frame. From (34), it can be seen directly that A,, = 
-A;,, It then follows from (32) that 

(70) 
d 
- dz ([b(41 k ) )  = 0 

where [b(z)]t is the complex conjugate of the transpose [b*(z)lT of 
b(z). Since the electric field vector is related to b(z) by a common 
phase factor in (31) 

and (70) states that the intensity does not change as light propagates 
through Kerr media. This is ex ected since we assumed that the Kerr 

be equal to its initial value at z = zo hence 

[b(41 tb (4  = [e(z)I k z )  (71) 

media is lossless. Since [b(z)] r b(z) does not change with z i t  should 

(72) 

(73) 

[b(zo)ltb(zo) = [b( 4l tb(4 
= [b(zo)l t[% zo)ltn(z, zo)b(zo) 

[Wz, zo)] = [%, zo)] -l 
Since (72) is true for any b(zo), it implies that 

t 

Matrices for which (73) is true are called unitary [24]. The relation- 
ships between the elements of a 2x2 unitary matrix may be obtained 
from (73) as 

IR11(z,zo)12 + lfl12(z,zo)l2 = 1 
IQ221(2, .o)12 + /Rzz(z, %)I2  = 1 
IQ11(z,zo)l2 + l ~ 2 2 1 ( ~ , ~ o ) l 2  = 1 

(74) 

and 
~ 1 1 ( ~ , ~ 0 ~ [ ~ 2 1 ~ ~ , ~ 0 ~ 1 *  + n12(z,.O)[n22(z,zo)l* = 0 (75) 

4.2 GENERAL FORM FOR THE 
MATRICANT 

From (74) it is clear that the magnitudes of the elements can be iden- 
tified by a single parameter while (75) supplies relationships between 
the arguments of R,, . At most 3 parameters are needed to express the 
arguments of R,, . A general form that satisfies (74) and (75) may be 
written with 4 parameters 

%, zo) = exp(irl(z, zo,). 

I I - exp(-iC(z, z o p  exp(-i<(z, 2o))C (76) 
exp(it(z, zo) )c exp(iZ(x, 4)s 

S = sinO(x, zo) 
c = cos O(z, 2 0 )  

By direct substitution it is easily shown that (76) satisfies (73) hence is a 
general form for unitary matrices. 

From the Jacobi identity (61) follows that the a ( z ,  ZO) determinant 
must be unity. Consequently ~ ( z ,  zo) = 0 in (76) and O ( z ,  zo) can 
be written in terms of three independent parameters 

exp(i<(z, "0))C exp(iC(z, z0))S 
-- exp(-i<(z, z0))S exp(-i((z, 20))~ 

w ? o )  = 
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p 
Q 

T 

a+(%, 20 :  

Q - ( X ,  20: 

Comparing the terms in 
tana 

It is important to note 
does come into play 

= 0 because of the transformation (31). It 
electric field e, as a common phase 

however does not affect optical 

MATRICES 

= cosy cos a- 
= sin y cos Q+ 

= cosy sin CL 

= sin y sin a+ 
= ao(z, 2 0 )  + "f(& 2 0 )  

= Q O ( 2 ,  zo) - "f(X, 2 0 )  

(79) yields 
r 

( z , z o )  = - 
P 

Equation (77) is a gene a1 form of a unitary matrix with unit deter- 
minant and follows direct y from (74) and (75). A less obvious general 
form is a combination oft  o rotators and a retarder 

Here S and G are rotator and retarder matrices that are given in (36) 
and (42). To prove that 0 z ,  zo) may be written as such, the entries of 
the matricant in (77) are w itten in rectangular form and equated to (78) 
whose explicit form may I- e found by direct multiplication 

q z ,  20)  = s [ - q ( z ,  a)] G [Y(% zo)] s [soh zo)] (78) 

Since (80) gives real solutims 
deed be written as in (78). 
unique. That is (YO(%,  zo) 
integer multiple of $ and 
multiple of 7r. 

The coordinates z and 
To find the total action of tk.e 
where zin and zout are the 
beam in and out of the Ke~:r 
stated, when the parameters 

The parameters (YO, af 
are called the characteristic 
are called the primary and 
while y is called the 
last matrices in (78) are 
fixed coordinate system 
implies that light that is 
the primary characteristic 
or perpendicular to the 

a0 = ao(zout, %in), "f 

q = [ - cl T - 
--T - is p + iq 

for any p,  q, T and s, O ( z ,  zo) may in- 
Note however that this representation is not 
and a f ( z ,  zo) can be determined up to an 
y ( z ,  zo) can be determined up to an integer 

EO are any two points inside the Kerr media. 
Kerr media we let zo = zin and z = zout 
entrance and emergence points of the light 
media. In the following, unless otherwise 
ao, a f  and ya re  used without argument, 

a:td y are well known in photoelasticity and 
parameters [16]. The parameters a0 and a f  
secondary characteristic angles respectively, 

characteristic phase retardation. Since the first and 
rotators, a0 and a f  are the angles between the 
and the characteristic directions. The relation 
linearly polarized parallel or perpendicular to 

direction at zzn is linearly polarized parallel 
seyondary characteristic direction respectively 

= " f ( Z o u t ,  %in) and y = Y(%ut, %in). 

S 
tana! ( z ,  zo )  = - + 4 

(79) 

at zout. The characteristic parameters are important because they are 
measurable by various polariscope systems. Once they are measured 
they can be used to recover the electric field distribution. 

Since the elements of A' ( 2 )  of (33) also have the property that Aij = 
-[Ali]*,andbytheJacobiidentityof (61) thedeterminantof a'(%, zo) 
is unity, O'(z, zo) may also be expressed in a form similar to (78). We 
introduce two additional parameters PO(%, zo) and P f ( z ,  20) to ex- 
press a'(%, 2 0 )  as 

The equality of y(z, zo) in (78) and in (81) follows from (39). From (39), 
(78) and (81) we conclude that 

w, zo) = S(-P,(z, zo))G(y(z ,  zo))S(Po(z, 4)  (81) 

(82) 
sob, zo) = P O ( % ,  zo) + Cp(z0) 

"fk, 20)  = Pf(? zo) + 
4.4 THE CHARACTERISTIC 

PARAMETERS FOR 
SYMMETRIC MEDIA 

We call a Kerr medium symmetric if the transverse component of the 
applied electric field distribution has a plane of symmetry that is perpen- 
dicular to the propagation direction of light. Without loss of generality 
let this plane be z = 0. Then by (64) with zh = 0 and zo = -z 

(83) 
Since the medium is symmetric, the matricant a(0, -z )  for the light 
that travels from -z to 0 in the +z direction is equivalent to the matri- 
cant for the light that travels from z to 0 in the -z direction. For light 
propagation in the -z  direction, (32) must be replaced by 

a(%, -%) = a(%, 0)0(0,  - z )  

AV = [A(z)]*b(z) (84) 
which can be seen from ?<e derivation of (32). Strictly speaking b(z) 
in (84) is not identical to b(z) in (31); k must be replaced by -k. This 
however is not a problem for our purposes since we only measure inten- 
sity and common phases of the components of b ( 2 )  are irrelevant. Then 
- if the matricant of the light propagation in -2 direction is denoted by 
a(z, ZO), it follows from (65), (68) and (73) that for two points z1 and 
22 in Kerr media 

Using (85) for symmetric media we get for z1 = 0 and 2 2  = z 
(85) 

T - 
O(z1, .2) = [qz2,z1)] 

a(0, -%) = 2(0, z )  

Substituting (86) in (83) yields 

(87) 
It follows that for symmetric media, the matricant between two points 
that are symmetric with respect to the plane of symmetry is symmetric. 
Important examples of symmetric media are media with axisymmetric 
electric field distributions and media with constant magnitude and di- 
rection electric field distributions. 

The symmetry of the matricant for symmetric media (with z = 0 as 
the symmetry plane) together with (78) imply that for symmetric media 
ao(z ,  - z )  = a!f(z ,  -z) and only two independent parameters are 
needed to express the matricant. We denote this characteristic angle of 
the symmetric media by a, ( z )  

a(%, -z) = a(%, 0) [a(%, 0)IT 

as(%)  = ao(z, - 2 )  = cy(%, -%) (88) 
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4.5 THE CHARACTERISTIC direction and magnitude may be assumed constant. 
PARAMETERS FOR ELECTRIC 

DIRECTION 

y(z0,zo) = 0 

ao(z0, zo) = cp(.o) 

FIELDS WITH CONSTANT a f b o ,  zn) = cp(zo) (99) 

If the applied electric field direction is constant it follows from (44) Equations (96) to (98) together with the initial conditions in (99) may be 
directly integrated to yield the characteristic parameters. Note however 
that at z = zo (97) has an indefinite form. At z = zo (97) may be 
evaluated using the L'Hopital rule, so that (96) and (98) give 

that 
0 0  = cp 
Qf = 'p 

7 = $  
(89) 

(100) 
dao(z,zo) 1 - - 1 d d z )  1 

dz z=zg 2 dz z=zo 

5 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

PARAMETERS 
FOR THE CHARACTERISTIC 

We now write (96) and (97) in matrix form as [ sin 2 7 2  2 I = [  cos 2af  sin 2af  j  BE; cos 2p] (101) 
- sin 2af cos 2af  TBE$ sin 2p 

5.1 GENERAL EQUATIONS which may be easily inverted to yield 

d y ( z ,  20) To relate the characteristic parameters directly to the applied electric 
field we use (69) with 0' ( 2 ,  z0 ) ,  The explicit form of 0' ( z , xo )  is iden- 
tical to the form in (79), but where /3 is substituted for a, 

Substituting (34) and (81) into (69), lengthy but straightforward alge- 
bra results in 7 r ~ ~ $ ( x )  sin2p(x) = sin2af(z, zo) dz 

T B E ; ( ~ )  COS 2 4 2 )  = COS 2 a f ( z ,  z0)  
dz 

d a o k  20) - sin2y(z, zo)sin2af(z,zo) dx 

d d z ,  2 0 )  

d d z ,  zo) 
dao(z,  20) (1()3) dz (90) + sin2y(z, zo) cos 2af(z, 20) dz 

7rBE$ (x) = cos 2pf ( z ,  zo)  

Unfortunately, it appears from (102) and (103) that it is not possible to ex- 
press the characteristic parameters directly in terms of the applied elec- 

dPo(z, 20) -sin2y(z,zo)sin2Pf(z,zo) 
dz 

!!!!?!a = cos27 dPo(z) - dPf (') (91) tric field for the general case. dz dz dz 
dr(z ,  zo) 5.2 SMALL KERR CONSTANT CASE 

sin 2 P f k  2 0 )  d z  

dPo(x,zo) = () (92) If the Kerr constant or the transverse applied electric field are small 
+ sin 2y(z, 2 0 )  cos ( z , zo)  dz enough so that 

Substituting (82) in (90), (91) and (92) also gives 

7rBE$(z) = cos(2af (z ,  zo) - 2cp(z)) w: zo) TB T t E $ ( z ) d z  << 1 (104) 
dz z,, 

- s i n 2 y ( z ,  zo) s i n ( 2 a f ( z ,  zo) 
dao(z, zo) 

- 2&))  dz 

(93) y ( z ,  zo)  stays small and sin y = y and cos y M 1. Then it follows from 
(98) and (99) that aO(z ,  zo) = a f ( z ,  20). Hence, when y(z, 20) stays 
small Kerr media are described by only 2 parameters. For this case we 
will refer to the characteristic parameter as a ( z ,  zo) 

For small y(z, ZO), using (105), (102) and (103) reduce to 
a(z,zn) = ao(x ,  20) 1 as(", 20) 

d d z ,  zo) 

dx dff(Z, ZO) 

(105) (94) 
dao(z ,  zo) 

d z  
daf ( z ,  zo)  = cos2y(z, 20) 

dz 
d d z ,  zo) 

sin(2as(z, zo) - 2 4 4 )  d z  

duo(?  zo) ~ 0 (95) 7rBE$(x) cos 2p(z) FZ cos 2a(z ,  20) dz 

dz 

dz 

dz K B E $ ( ~ )  sin 2p(z) M sin 2 a ( z , z o )  dz 

+ s i n 2 y ( z ,  zo) cos(2af (z ,  zo) - 2p(z ) )  
which can be solved to yield 

dz 

- 2 y ( z ,  zo) sinZcx(z, zo) 

(106) 
dy(z' = 7rBE+(z) cos(2p(z) - 2 a f ( x ,  20) )  (96) N N d [ y ( z ,  zo) cos 2a(z ,  ZO)] 

dQo(z,zo) = nBE2 
T (  ) csc27(z, 20) sin(2p(z) ~ 2&, 20)) d d z ,  2 0 )  

d d z ,  20) 
(97) 

The values of y(z,  zo), a f ( z ,  zo) and a ~ ( z ,  2 0 )  at x = zo can be 
= cos2y(z,  zo) (98) + 2Y(Z,  zo) cos 2a f ( " ,  zo) dz dao(z,  2 0 )  dQf ( z , zo)  

dz dx 

found by considering an infinitesimal layer for which the electric field (107) 
N N d[y(z, 20) s in  2a(z ,  zo)] 

dx 
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Integrating (106) and (107) 
r 

rout 

from zo = zin to z = zo,t yields where we neglected the term of second order in 6. Repeating the above 
procedure for all n layers we obtain 

TB 1 E$(z) 

5.2.1 
& T I  

Equations (108) and (109) 

m=l 

In the limit that the thickness of each layer approaches 0 ( I ,  --+ 0) 
(110) and number of layers approaches infinity (n -+ m) (116) reduces to 

1 - iC 

iScos (2p)  - iSs in(2p)  
s in(2p)  C + iS cos(2p) 

-is 1+ iC 
Zoyt 

0 c  (Zout  , Zin) = 

n 
sin 2 4 2 )  dz = y sin 2a (109) C = TB (E$) ,  I ,   COS^^, (116) 

m=l 
n 

s = . i r ~  ( E ; ) ~  1, sin 2p, 
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION 

may alternatively be derived by consider- m=l 

(111) 

6, << 1 (112) 

For two consecutive layers 

f&(Zm+l, &n)ac(Zm, 

1 -- 

1 - iC - i6, cos 
-iS - is, si 

with 
S =E 

c ';f 

i6, cos 2p, -is, sin 2p, 
sin 29, 1 + i6, cos 29, O C ( Z , ,  zm-1) = 

using (113) we obtain 

2,-1) = 
is, cos 29, -id, sin 2p, 

-is, s in  29, 1 + id, cos 29, 

(114) 

(115) 

1 29, -is - i6, s in  29, 
1 + iC + is, cos 2 9 ,  29, 

6m+1 sin 2 9 m + i  
6m+l cos 29nZ+l 

c = / '7rBE+(z) cos29(z )dz  (118) 
z=z*, 

S = nBE+(z) s i n 2 p ( z ) d z  
z=z,, 

Comparing Equations (118) and (79) (y<l) yields (105), (108) and (109). 
Also the limiting case of (117) is identical to (104). 

6 POLARISCOPE SYSTEMS FOR 
MEASUREMENT OF THE 

CHARACTER I STI C 
PARAMETERS 

When y is not small (the small y case will be studied in Section 8), 
various optical polariscope systems can be used directly to determine 
characteristic parameters. Here we discuss the so called direct methods 
because they do not involve measuring the azimuth and/or the elliptic- 
ity of the optical ellipse [25]. These optical polariscope systems employ 
polarizers, quarter wave plates and half wave plates. Jones calculus can 
be employed to find input-output intensity relations [26]. These rela- 
tions are in terms of the characteristic parameters and the orientation 
of the optical elements. Measurements of the output intensity together 
with the orientations enable the determination of the characteristic pa- 
rameters. The Jones formalism can be used conveniently for the propa- 
gation of polarized light through polarizers, birefringent elements and 
rotators. Since Kerr media essentially are equivalent to two rotators and 
a retarder, it fits nicely to the formalism. In Jones calculus, optical el- 
ements are represented by two by two complex 'Jones' matrices. The 
light, which is assumed to be propagating along the fz-direction, is 
represented by a two dimensional complex vector whose entries are the 
II: and y components. The propagation of light through an optical sys- 
tem is then equivalent to multiplication of the optical vector with a series 
of Jones matrices. Since we are interested only in the final intensity, the 
common phase factors that the light vector components may have (for 
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example the phase factor introduced by propagation in free space) is ir- 
relevant. For that matter a distinction between the electric field of the 
optical vector e, and the normalized electric field vector of Kerr media 
b, is not necessary 

The Jones matrix for Kerr media is the matricant between zin and 
zout, where z,, and zout are the entrance and the emergence points of 
light in and out of the Kerr media. In this section we use U, to de- 
note the Jones matrix of Kerr media, instead of the usual n(~,,, z,,t), 
to stress the functional dependence of U, on the three characteristic 
parameters: the primary characteristic angle ao, the secondary charac- 
teristic angle af, and the characteristic phase retardation y 

Here S and G are the Jones matrices for the rotator and retarder respec- 
tively defined in (36) and (42). 

Three basic optical elements are employed in polariscope systems: 
perfect polarizer, quarter-wave plate and half-wave plate. A perfect po- 
larizer linearly polarizes the light along its transmission axis while a 
quarter wave plate and half wave plate respectively introduce a and 
7r phase difference between light components polarized along their fast 
and slow axes. The Jones matrices for a perfect polarizer, quarter wave 
plate and half wave plate respectively are 

Um(a0, Qf, 7) = S ( - Q f ) G ( y ) S ( a o )  (119) 

(121) 

(122) 

7r 
U, = G( -) 

Uh = G( -) 
4 

2 
7l 

where we also assumed that the transmission axis of the perfect polar- 
izer and the slow axes of the wave plates are along the z axis. The Jones 
matrix of an arbitrarily oriented perfect polarizer can be expressed by 
U, and rotators 

where 0 is the angle between the transmission and J: axes. Similarly the 
Jones matrices of arbitrarily oriented quarter and half wave plates are 

U#) = s(-e)u,s(e) (123) 

U,(O) = s(-e)u,s(e) (124) 
U,(O) = s(-e)uhs(e) (125) 

respectively 
For all the polariscope systems the first element will be a polarizer 

with transmission axis at angle 8,. If the optical electric field at the out- 
put of the laser is e L ,  then the electric field on the other side of the po- 
larizer ep is 

The light intensity 10 just after the polarizer is 

The relationship between the output light intensity of the laser and IO 
depends if the laser light is polarized, partially polarized or unpolar- 
ized. The light intensity If at the output of the optical system, is then 

(127) 
2 2 

Io OC le* /  = le01 

(128) If lefI2 eftef 
Io le0l2 le01 

2 
- - 

where ef is the final light electric field polarizarion given by 

Here Usys is the Jones matrix of the overall polariscope system. Once 
Usys is specified I f  /Io is found from 

I ,  lefl - e L + ~ ! ~ ~ ~ s y s e ~  

Io leoI2 le0 I 

2 
- (130) 2 

- 

6.1 LINEAR POLARISCOPE 

The linear polariscope consists of two perfect polarizers that sand- 
wich the Kerr medium between them. The Jones matrix follows as 

Here 13, is the angle of the first linear polarizer and ea is the angle of 
the second polarizer which is often referred to as the analyzer. Equa- 
tions (130) and (131) yield 

Usys Up(da)um(ao, ~ f >  ~)Up(6’p) (131) 

2- - cos2 y cos2(ag - “f + 8, - 8,) 
(132) IO 

+ sin2 y c o s 2 ( ~ o  + af - e, - e,) 
Two cases of particular interest are aligned polarizers (AP), 8, = e,, 
and crossed polarizers (CP), 0, = 8, + ;. For aligned and crossed 
polarizers (132) reduces for AP to 

(133) 
and for CP 
- If = cos2 y sin2(ao - a f )  + sin2 y sin2(ao + a f  - 28,) 
IO 

(134) 
respectively 

A linear polariscope may be used to find the bisector of the angle be- 
tween the primary and secondary characteristic directions [16], which 
can then be used to find the characteristic parameters. Let the polarizer 
and the analyzer be crossed (Cl’). Then it is clear from (134) that the min- 
imum intensity occurs when 

a0 + Qf + 

2 e, = ~ 2 (135) 
where k is an integer. Hence the orientation of the polarizer determines 
the bisector of the angle between primary and secondary characteristic 
directions when the measured intensity is minimum. Once the bisector 
is determined then the analyzer and polarizer may be rotated in the op- 
posite directions to each other by the same amount 19;. It follows from 
(132) 

Hence when the light becomes completely extinguished, the orienta- 
tions of the analyzer and/or the polarizer determine a- = a0 - a f  

(137) 
From a- = a0 - af in (137) and a+ = a0 + af in (135), a. and 
a f follow. 

Rotating the analyzer and polarizer with equal speed in the oppo- 
site direction may be difficult to perform experimentally. This proce- 
dure may be avoided by introducing a half-wave plate between the first 
polarizer and the medium [16]. The half wave plate slow axis is set to 
coincide with the bisector of the characteristic directions. With CP the 
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Hence when the intensity 
secondary characteristic 
determines aO. 

If the media is symmetric. 
tively reduce to particularly 

If = 1 - 
IO 

- I L . 2  - sm 
IO 

from which ag may be 
mined by the polarizer angle 
sity is minimum, or when t 
maximum 

Jones matrix of the system i 

)UP (Q,) 

(138) 

(139) 
Clearly If = 0 when 

gces to zero, the polarizer coincides with the 
direction. With a f  found, knowing a0 + af 

(a, = a0 = a f ) ,  (133) and (134) respec- 
simple forms for AP and CP, respectively 

s in2ys in2 (2as  - 20,) (141) 

(142) ys in2 (2a ,  - 20,) 

determined directly. In particular, as is deter- 
if the polarizers are crossed and the inten- 

le polarizers are aligned and intensity is a 

6.2.1 MEASL 
WAV? 

When a quarter wave plate 
first polarizer and the polarizer 
the slow axis of the quarter 
is given as 

where 8, = 19, - 7r/4 is th 
Using (130) and (146) we get 

usys  = UP(Oa)Url(aO, 

5 = f + 
1 0  

Optical intensity extrema 
ea 

kT 4, = Qs + 2 

REMENT OF ‘ ~ f  QUARTER 
PLATE BEFORE KERR 

is placed between the medium and the 
angle is set to make an angle of 7r/4 with 

wave plate, the Jones matrix of the system 

MEDIA 

Q f ,  y)Uq(Oq)Up(@p) (146) 
: quarter wave plate angle of the slow axis. 

(147) 

(148) 

5 sin 2 y s i n ( 2 a f  - 20,) 

:= af - 5 + k7r 
occur when 

(143) 

For constant direction ele field along the light path, the character- 
and (133) and (134) respectively reduce istic parameters are given in 

for AP and CP to 
3 = I - s i n 2  4 s i n 2 ( 2 p  - 20,) 

If = s.n2 4 s inz(2p  - 20,) 

(144) 

(145) 

IO 

I O  
Equations (144) and (145) ag ee with the usual Kerr light intensity rela- 
tions [l]. - I  

POLARISCOPE WITH A 
RTER WAVE PLATE 

6.2.2 MEASUREMENT OF ao-QUARTER 
WAVE PLATE AFTER KERR MEDIA 

For a similar system where the quarter wave plate is placed after the 
medium and the analyzer angle is set to make an angle of 7r/4 with the 
slow axis of the quarter wave plate, the Jones matrix is 

Then (130) and (149) yield 
Usys = Up(Qa)Uq(8a - :)Um(ao, af,  y)Up(Op) (149) 

(150) 

(151) 
Both this system and the previous one have the added advantage that 

for small y the intensity relation depends only linearly on y, while that 
of (133) and (134) depend on y2. 

- If = f + s i n 2 y s i n ( 2 a o  - 20,) 
IO 

Optical intensity extrema occur when 
8, = a0 ~ 2 + k7r 

6.2.3 MEASUREMENT OF y 

A linear polariscope with a quarter wave plate is also used to measure 
y. The method is known as the Reversed Tamry method [27]. In this 
method the analyzer is set to 7r/4 radian to af found in (148) and the 
quarter wave plate is placed before the Kerr media and set to 7r/4 radian 
to a ~ .  The Jones matrix is 

u s y s  = Upbf  - p - J I n ( a o ,  Qf ,  y)U,(ao - 2)Up(Q 
(152) 

(153) 

(154) 

Using (130) and (152) we obtain 
I f  - 2 
- cos (y + Op - a0 + 2) 

IO 

e, = a0 - 2 - y + k7r 

__ 

Then when the intensity is maximum the polarizer angle yields y 

6.3 CIRCULAR POLARISCOPE 

When two quarter wave plates are placed before and after the Kerr 
medium but between a polarizer and an analyzer the system is known 
as a circular polariscope. In the typical arrangement the polarizer and 
analyzer angles are set to make an angle of 7r/4 with the slow axis of 
the quarter wave plates before and after the medium respectively. The 
Jones matrix is 
Usys = Up(Oa)Uq(& - 2)Um(ao, a f ,  r)Uq(O, - 2)Up(Op) 

(155) 
It follows from (130) and (155) that 

(156) - I f  = sin2 y 
IO 

With a similar arrangement with the analyzer angle set to make an angle 
of -7r/4 with the slow axis of the quarter wave plate after the medium 
the Jones matrix reads 
Usys = Up(Oa)Uq(Qa + :)Um(aO, af,y)Uq(Qp - 2)Up(op) 

(157) 
so that (130) and (157) yield 

If = cos2 y (158) 
IO 

A circular polariscope is very useful for finding the characteristic phase 
retardation if absolute intensity measurements or optical fringe pat- 
terns are available. Assuming the secondary characteristic direction is 
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known, it can also be used to measure y with the orientation of the an- 
alyzer. In this arrangement, known as the Tardy method [27], the an- 
gle between the polarizer and the first quarter wave plate is set to 7r/4 
and the angle between the second quarter wave plate and the secondary 
characteristic direction is set to -7r/4. The Jones matrix of the system 
is 
u s y s  = ~ , ( Q a ) u , ( % f  - S)Um(ao,"f,y)U,(Q, - :)UP(&) 

(159) 
so that (130) and (159) yields 

When the intensity is an extremum, the analyzer angle measures y from 
8a = y+ af + k~ 

7 OPTICAL LIGHT INTENSITY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR 

POINT/PLANE GEOMETRY 

(161) 

Point/plane electrodes are often used in HV research to obtain very 
large electric fields with relatively low applied voltages. To obtain an 
analytical solution, the point electrode is typically approximated by a 
hyperboloid of revolution [28]. The Laplace's equation is then easily 
solved in the prolate spheroidal coordinate system [29] for which both 
the point and the plane electrodes are coordinate surfaces. 

Figure 4. Point/plane electrode geometry The geometry is axisymmet- 
ric with the z axis with point radius of curvature, R,, and tip-plane dis- 
tance, d. 

We use the coordinate system shown in Figure 4 to express the electric 
field. Here z = 0 is the ground plane electrode and the equation for 
the hyperboloid of revolution point electrode is given as 

x2 r2 
d2 dR, = 1  (162) _ _ _ ~  

where d is the tip-plane distance, R, is the radius of the curvature of 
the point electrode and 

The electric field distribution is given as [3] 
r = (163) 

where 

and a and C are 
a = (z2 + r2 + u ~ ) ~  - 4a2z2 (166) 

a = dZ(Zi7iJ (167) 

VO is the voltage applied to the point and II: = a is the location of the 
hyperboloid focal point. 

" "  
-04  -0 2 0 02 04 (d, -04 -0.2 0 0 2 0.4 

(4 Radial Direction (mml Radial Direction h i n )  

Figure 5. Representative optical patterns for the tip-plane electrode ge- 
ometry when there is no space charge. (a), (b) Linear and (c), (d) circular 
polarizers. (a), (c) Crossed and (b), (d) aligned polarizers. 

With the electric field given in (164) and (165), a given initial input 
light polarization (32) may be numerically integrated to yield the out- 
put polarization and consequently the light output intensity for various 
optical polariscope systems. In Figure 5 we show computer generated 
optical patterns for a point/plane geometry with d = 1 mm, R, = 40 
pm, VO = 15 kV and with dielectric nitrobenzene with Kerr constant 
B M 3 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~ m / V ~ .  Figure 5 shows the computed optical fringe pat- 
terns in the vicinity of the tip when there is no space charge. Linear po- 
lariscopes with crossed polarizers with light transmission axes at -45" 
and 45" with respect to the point axis and with aligned polarizers with 
light transmission axes at 45", and circular polariscopes with crossed 
and aligned polarizers (slow axes of the quarter wave plates are in the 
same direction) are employed for the patterns. 

To explore the effects of space charge with the same point/plane elec- 
trode geometry parameters, we also postulate a step-wise uniform space 
charge distribution as a strip of revolution on the needle axis with a con- 
stant charge density of 5 C/m3 over a radius of 90 pm from needle to 
ground plane. For this case the electric field distribution is found using 
the finite element computer package 'MaxwelYTM from Ansoft Corp. 
With the same polariscope systems we show the fringe patterns in Fig- 
ure 6. 
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" ' 64  -02  0 
Radial Direction (m 

when a strip of space charge of radius 

tterns indicates that such Kerr effect 
easure of the space charge distribu- 

ich were used successfully to inves- 
,9,10,12]. For those cases the space 

er multiples of q5 = 7r/2 in (46). 
pattern can be described by char- 
), (156) and (158) and in an actual 
e characteristic parameters. 

For most materials t the Kerr constant and consequently 

measurements. 
with known radian frequency is super- 
electric field in the Kerr media has a dc 
If there is no space charge the ac and dc 

T' 

Figure 7. When an ac voltage is superposed on a dc voltage, the electric 
field in Kerr media has dc and ac components. If there is no space charge 
both components have the same direction. If there is space charge the di- 
rection generally differs. Often, the frequency of the ac field is chosen high 
enough so that the ac component of the electric field is not affected by the 
space charge. 

to the applied electric field by (108) and (109). To measure ac and dc 
components of the electric field, the system in (146) is employed. The 
output-input intensity ratio is given by (147) and for small y (y << ~ / 2 )  
approximately reduces to 

If + y sin(2cY - 2 0 ~ )  (169) 
IO 

To find the measured intensity in terms of the ac and dc components 
of the electric field, we first note from Figure 7 that 

(170) 

(171) 

cos $ 4 2 )  = cos v ( z )  

E ~ ( z ) s i n c p ( z )  = Ed,(z)sinv(z) 
+ Eac(z) coswtcos<(z)  

+ E,,(z)  c o s w t s i n < ( z )  
ET, Ed,, and E,, are amplitudes and without loss of generality are 
taken to be positive. Substituting (170) and (171) into (108) and (109) and 
substituting the results into (169) results in dc, fundamental frequency 
and double frequency harmonic light intensity components 

where 
If = I,, + I ,  cos wt  + IZ, cos 2wt (172) 

Z0,t 
T , - r  

(173) 

E2 (') sin[2c(z)  - 20a] dz +A 1 2 

Zout 

- = T B  1 sin[2<(z) - 2O,] dz (175) 1 2 ,  

IO 
Z,, 

Note that I ,  and 12, in (172) are the peak amplitudes of the fundamen- 
tal frequency and double frequency harmonics respectively 
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Since B is very small, it follows from (173) that 9 THE ONION PEELING 
METHOD (176) 

IO 
I d c  7 

‘5 

and 

(177) 

7 I, 
- E 47rB Edc(z)EuC(z)  sin[q(z) + ((2) - 2Q,] dz 
I d c  

z,, 

- M T B  E:,(z) sin[2((z) - 20,] dz (178) 1 2 ,  

Both I w / I d ,  and I 2 w / I d ,  may be measured accurately by a lock-in 
amplifier. I z W / I d c  may be used to find the characteristic parameters 
yac and a,,, that correspond to the space-charge free electric field dis- 
tribution whose transverse component’s magnitude and direction are 
given by E,, and ( respectively Expanding (178) and using (108) and 
(109), we obtain 

7; I d  c 
Z%, 

- 

(179) 
12w 
-- - ?a, sin(2a,, - 2Qa) 
I d c  

Z o v t  

Y,, COS 2a,, = T B  E:,(z) COS 2 ( ( ~ )  dz (180) s 
Z z n  

yaCsin2a,,  = 7rB Eic(z)  sin2((z)  d z  (181) 

Using (179), light intensity measurements determine yuc and a,, which 
can be used to determine Euc(z) and ((2) using the onion peeling 
method of Section 9 if the electric field distribution is axisymmetric. If 
the period T = (27r) / w  is much shorter than the transport time for 
ions to migrate significant distances over the course of a sinusoidal an- 
gle, the ac charge density is essentially zero and E,&) and c ( z )  can 
be described by solutions to Laplace’s equation. 

On the other hand Iw/Idc may be used to find the characteristic pa- 
rameters, yhy and ahy, of a hybrid electric field distribution whose 
transverse component’s magnitude and direction are given as 

Z l n  7; 

Eh&) = 2JEdc(z)E,,(z) 

respectively. Now expanding (177) and again using (108) and (109), we 
obtain 

I, 
- = 7hy sin(2ahy(z)  - 20,) (184) 
I d c  

yhy COS 2 a h v  T B  E ~ , ( z )  COS 2phy(z) dz (185) 
z,, I‘ 
z%n 7. y h y s i n 2 a h y  = 7rB E 2 y ( z ) s i n 2 p h y ( z )  dz (186) 

Using (184), optical intensity measurements determine yhy and ahy, 

Once Ea,(z) and ((2) are obtained from (179) to (181) and the onion 
peeling method of Section 9 (again if the electric field distribution is ax- 
isymmetric), Edc(z) and q(z) can be similarly found from measure- 
ments of yhy and ahy with the onion peeling method and (182) to (186). 

The onion peeling method may be used for the recovery of the ax- 
isymmetric electric field magnitude and angle as a function of T from 
measurement of the characteristic parameters. Here, the angle of the 
electric field + refers to the angle between the electric field and the ax- 
isymmetry axis 2 in this paper (see Figure 1). The method has been used 
in photoelasticity and developed for Kerr effect measurements by Aben 
[18]. However, the results presented in our work have a much simpler 
form. 

Future work will try to extend the onion peeling method for non- 
axisymmetric electric field distributions. In the current paper our recon- 
struction algorithm and experiments are limited to axisymmetric electric 
field distributions. 

9.1 TWO LAYER CASE STUDY 

We illustrate the method on a cylindrical two layer geometry shown 
in Figure 8. Outside the two layers the electric field vanishes. Within 
each layer the electric field magnitude and angle are assumed to be con- 
stants with 1 and 2 referring to the outer and inner layers respectively. 
The magnitude and angle of the electric field in layer 1 and layer 2 are 
denoted by El, $1, E2 and $9, respectively These unknowns are to 
be found from the experimental data of cq, ~ 1 , 0 1 2  and yz. The charac- 
teristic parameters that are obtained from two light beams are shown in 
Figure 8. The rays are z directed and parallel to the s z  plane with ray 
1 passing through the midpoint o of the second layer and ray 2 passing 
through both layers and the midpoint 0’ of the first layer. For this ge- 
ometry any slice (z=constant) can be used. For an arbitrary geometry 
the method independently recovers electric field magnitude and angle 
on each slice perpendicular to the axisymmetry axis. 

The onion peeling method recovers the electric field magnitude and 
angle from the characteristic parameters by comparing the experimental 
matricant to an approximate matricant that is obtained in terms of the 
constant electric field magnitude and angle of the layers. For the two 
light rays in Figure 8 the experimental matricants are 

a,, = s(-QIl)G(yl)S(al) (187) 
n e ,  = S(-az)G(72)S(Qz)  (188) 

Even though El and $I are assumed to be constant along the path, 
ET(z )  and p(z) are still functions of z. Further approximation is nec- 
essary to develop an approximate matricant in terms of El and $, , We 
assume that E T ( x )  and p(z) are constants along the ray within each 
layer and approximately equal to their values at the middle of the path 
(points 0, 0’ and 0’’). That is for the first ray inside the first layer 

 ET(^) M ET(o) (189) 
4.) = v(0) = p11 (190) 

Gal = a(-, --I = q p ,  4 )  = S(-pll)G(~BE~~l~ll)S(pll) 

where we use the double subscripts to indicate the ray and the layer re- 
spectively Since ET and ‘p are constants, the matricant follows as 

(191) 
where p and y are shown in Figure 8 to be the optical exit and entrance 
points into the non-zero field region with path length 111. But on point 
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Figure 8. The discretized lindrical axisymmetric geometry for using 
the onion peeling method in layer system. In both layers the magni- 

0, an axisymmetric field req that E, is zero hence 
(192) 

911 = $1 (193) 

(194) 
and (187) yields El and gl in terms 

consequently 

of a1 and y1 

(195) 

(196) 
With E1 and $1 recovered 

For the second ray there 
and p(z) are approximate 
path inside that region, of 

is to recover E2 and gZ using 

ons. For each region, ET (2) 
es at the middle point of the 
etween the points s and t 

El, $1, a2 and 7 2 .  

(197) 
(198) 

(199) 
(200) 

(201) 

(202) 
(203) 

With 0 defined in Figure 8, and cpzl can be found in terms of El 
and $1 

E$2l E$ (0”) = E: (0”) + Ey” (0”) 
(204) 

= E; (cos2$l + sin2$lcos28) 

= tan $1 cos 0 
and it follows that 

fl(v, t )  = S ( - ( p 2 i ) G ( . l r B E ~ ~ 1 1 z 1 ) S ( ~ ~ 1 )  (206) 

The matricant for a(s, w) within region 1 near the optical entrance 
follows from the properties of symmetric media (Equation (85)) as 

where the second equality follows from the symmetry of the matricant 
within the thin annulus assumed to have constant electric field magni- 
tude and direction. Hence the approximate matricant for the second ray 
follows as 

q s ,  w) = [ q v ,  t ) ] T  = q v ,  t )  (207) 

ouz = a(.., -) = f l (v ,  t ) f l ( t ,  s)fl(s, w) 

= Q(v, t)fl(t, s ) f l (v ,  t )  
= fl(v, t)fl(t, s )  [WJ, t ) ]  (208) 

or explicitly in terms of rotator and retarder matrices 

f lu2 = S(-921)G(i.BE~21~21)S(921)S(-$2)X 

~ ( . l r ~ ~ 2 ” ~ 2 2 ) ~ ( $ 2 ) ~ ( - ( P z 1 ) G ( . l r ~ ~ $ ~ l ~ 2 1 ) ~ ( 9 2 1 )  (209) 
Comparing OU2 and Oe2 results in 

~ ( -~~)G(~ .BE,”ZZ~)S($~)  = 

S ( - P ~ I ) G ( - ~ B E $ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ) S ( ( P ~ , ) S ( - ~ Z ) G ( Y ~ ) S ( ~ ~ )  
xs(-~zi)G(-i.BE$~~ 1 2 1 ) S ( ~ 2 1 )  (210) 

(211) 

(212) 
Since E1 and g1 are already found, (210) can be used to recover E2 

and This concludes the recovery of El,  E2, $1, $2 from cq, 71, 
a2 and y2. 

where 
= E; (cos2$1 + sin2$1cos20) 

9 2 1  = arctan(tan $1 cos 0) 

9.2 GENERALIZATION TO AN 
ARBITRARY NUMBER OF 

LAYERS 

The method is easily generalized to arbitrary axisymmetric electric 
field distributions. The distribution is first discretized into slices in the 
yz plane at constant values of I(: and each slice is radially discretized 
into the n layer system shown in Figure 9. There are 2n unknowns 
(Ei, $,, i = 1 , 2 , .  . .n) and 2n measured values (ai, yi, i = 
1 , 2 ,  . . . n) for each slice. Like the two layer example geometry the 
method begins with the outermost layer. In the i-th step E and ?i, of 
all the (1 to i - 1) outer layers are known and E, and $i are found 
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from (30 mm) that fit in our experimental setup. The relatively large radius 
of curvature is chosen to get a large width (20 mm at the top) so that 
the effect of the finite size of the point electrode on (164) and (165) is 
minimized. The large radius of curvature also allowed us to build the 

S(-+z)G(7rBE,2I,z)S(~,) = S(-Pz(z-I)) 

xG(--&-l) 4 ( z - 1 )  )S (Pz ( t - l )  )S(FVz( t -Z)  1 

I n n-1 i + l  I 1-1 J 1 

Figure 9. An n-layer discretization of a general axisymmetric electric 
field distribution to be used with the onion peeling method. 

10 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

10.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Our experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 10. The optical system 
is a linear polariscope with a quarter wave plate which is discussed in 
Section 6.2. The point/plane electrodes are in the main chamber which 
is filled with Shell Diala-A transformer oil. We used a custom built point 
electrode designed to be an approximate hyperboloid of revolution with 
0.55 mm radius of curvature and 5 mm tip-plane distance so that (164) 
and (165) approximately give the space charge free electric field distri- 
bution of the geometry Since (164) and (165) are only true for infinite 
point and plane electrodes we used the longest possible point electrode 

point electrode tip with smaller error margin. The ground plane was 
approximately a 30 xl00 mm rectangular plate. This was a relatively 
small and non-axisymmetric ground plane but since the tip-plane dis- 
tance was 5 mm, we expect deviations from an infinite ground plane to 
be small. 

The HeNe laser outputs light with 632.8 nm wavelength. The posi- 
tion of the laser (and accordingly the light beam) is computer controlled. 
A first polarizer is used to attenuate the light intensity when the diode 
detector is saturated. The second polarizer, the analyzer and the quarter- 
wave plate are parts of the polariscope system. The attenuating polar- 
izer and the analyzer are rotated with computer controlled stepper mo- 
tors where each step corresponds to 0.1" . The lens is used to focus the 
output light onto the detector, independent of the position of the light 
beam. 

The voltage applied to the point electrode is generated by a signal 
generator and amplified by a HV amplifier that has both dc and ac com- 
ponents. The maximum total voltage of dc and ac peak voltage is 20 kY 
The intensity of the modulated optical output is converted into electri- 
cal signals by the diode detector. The dc, single frequency and double 
frequency components of this signal are then measured by the lock-in 
amplifier and read by the computer. 

10.2 KERR CONSTANT 
MEASUREMENTS 

Due to the finite extent of the electrodes and some uncertainty in the 
exact point radius of curvature we used parallel plate electrodes to mea- 
sure the Kerr constant more accurately This setup replaced the point 
electrode by a plane electrode identical to the ground plane to formpar- 
allel plate electrodes. Although the Kerr constant can be measured from 
a single measurement, for greater precison we use a set of measurements 
with varying applied ac and dc voltages. This set of measurements, be- 
sides giving a more accurate Kerr constant, also serves as experimental 
verification of the quadratic dependence of birefringence on the applied 
electric field magnitude for the transformer oil and indicates that any 
birefringence in the windows of the test chamber were small. The ex- 
perimental results, together with the linear and quadratic fitting curves, 
are shown in Figures 11 and 12. 

We neglect space charge and end effects for the parallel plate elec- 
trodes of length 1 = 10.15 cm and spacing d = 4.4 mm, hence the 
applied electric field is given in terms of the applied ac and dc voltages 
as 

U 
Since Ed,, E,, and < = 77 are constants, (179) to (186) in the small 
birefringence limit give for maximum light intensities 
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Figure 1 0. The 1 setup for Kerr electro-optic field mapping measurements in transformer oil between point/plane electrodes. The first polarizer 
and the quarter wave plate comprise the polariscope system. Rotating elements are controlled by the computer and 

lock-in amplifier which sends the light intensity amplitudes of dc, fundamental and double frequency harmonics to the 

800 
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Q 
e & 

a2 400 
b! 

2 
2 200 

0 
0 2000 3000 4000 

Figure 1 1. IzW/Idc 

and (218) using the fit- 

from Figure 11 and 
11 and linear curves 

is the more accurate value. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
"cc *VI 

Figure 12. Iu/Idc for parallel plate electrodes with varying dc voltage 
for different constant ac rms voltages. The data points are fitted by lines 
whose slopes are used to find the Kerr constant B =: 2 . 1 5 ~ 1 0 - l ~  m/V2. 

tude values in (172) by fi in all plots in this paper. 

10.3 MEASUREMENTS OF 
CHARACTERISTIC 

PARAMETERS 

We employ (179) and (184) to measure the characteristic parameters 
for point/plane electrodes. In principle the characteristic angles 
and ahy can be found by rotating the analyzer. When Iz ,  or I ,  vanish 
the analyzer angles coincide with aaC and ahy respectively. Once aac 
and ahy are found, the analyzer is rotated 45". At these angles IzW / I d c  
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and I,/Idc are equal to Y,, and 7 h y  respectively, In practice IzW and 
I, often do not vanish but rather take a minimum value which we use 
as the criterion to find the characteristic angles. We believe small non- 
idealities and imperfections in polarizers and quarter-wave plates and 
small photoelastic birefringence in the glass windows on the chamber 
are the main reasons why lzU and I, do not vanish completely. 

The parameters aac and yac can also be analytically found from (180) 
and (181) assuming that the electric field is sufficiently approximated by 
(164) and (165) which are valid under space charge free conditions. To 
evaluate the integrals we write (180) and (181) in the form 

7 a c ~ ~ ~ 2 a , c  = TB J' [E;(z) -E:(%)] d z  (219) 
-cc 

m 

~ , ~ s i n 2 a , ,  = TB 2E,(z)E,(z) dx (220) J 
-_ 

which directly follows from trigonometric double angle formulas. Here 

and the limits of the integrals are based on the assumption that the elec- 
trodes have infinite extent. The integrals can be easily evaluated by var- 
ious computer math packages for which we use Mathematica. These an- 
alytically found characteristic parameters are used for comparison pur- 
poses. 

Until this point we have assumed that the applied electric field does 
not vary (spatially) across the light beam. With a 0.5 mm initial beam 
radius, our finite size beam does not fit this assumption. Thus (219) and 
(220) should be modified to take the beam size into account. This can 
be done by averaging the intensity over the light beam so that (219) and 
(220) are modified as 

r -  1 

over L -- 
the beam 

Yac sin2cra, - 1 11 [TB j: 2E,(x)Ey(z)  dz dydz 

where A is the beam area. Strictly speaking the above averaging process 
should be Gaussian weighted but we use uniform averaging because 
there is little difference between Gaussian and uniform weighting for 
our system. Our numerical experiments show that averaging negligibly 
modifies the characteristic parameters everywhere except near the point 
electrode when the beam is partially blocked by the electrode. 

Figures 13 and 14 show our ac characteristic parameter measure- 
ments on lines with constant z and with constant y respectively, where 
z is along the point axis as shown in Figure 4 and y is shown in Figure 9 
to be transverse to the direction of light propagation. In Figure 13 we 
show analytical results for the case with and without beam averaging. 
In Figure 14 the results with averaging were not shown because there 
were only slight differences. 

(223) 
-- 1 - A  

over 
the beam 

40 

m 
I 

0 2 8 10 
X(") 

Figure 13. Characteristic parameter measurements and averaged 
(dashed lines) and unaveraged (solid lines) space charge free theory on 
lines with constant y for double frequency measurements with Vac = 
4 kV,,, . 

The hybrid characteristic parameters can be measured similarly, In 
Figures 15 and 16 we show our hybrid characteristic parameter measure- 
ments on lines with constant z and with constant y respectively com- 
pared with the ac characteristic parameter data from Figures 13 and 14. 

10.4 RESULTS OF THE ONION 
PEELING METHOD 

We use the onion peeling method to recover the ac electric field from 
the data presented in Figure 14. Our numerical experiments show that 
a direct use of the onion peeling method with raw data is rather unsta- 
ble because the recovered electric field is not very smooth and may even 
diverge near the origin (y = 0). Thus we smooth the data before using 
the onion peeling method. For the characteristic angle data (Figure 14 
(upper)) we first use an exponential fit for the points near y = 0 to ac- 
count for the rapid change. Once the data near y = 0 is adequately rep- 
resented by an exponential, we subtract this exponential from all data 
points and fit the result with a fourth order polynomial. The polyno- 
mial and exponential together give the smooth curve from which we 
sample data points to use with the onion peeling method. For charac- 
teristic phase retardation data (Figure 14 (lower)) we use a discrete low 
pass filter. This eliminates the arbitrariness of fitting functions we used 
with characteristic angle data (use of the exponential and fourth order 
polynomial) but is only a good procedure because these data are rather 
smooth and flat (zero slope) near ?J = 0 for most measurements. The 
exception is the noisy behavior in the 12, data at 5 = 4.445 mm which 
we also smooth by low pass filtering. 
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electric field at z = 4.445 mm 
The jumps at the end of the data 
ssumption of the onion peeling 
outside the data range whereas 
e the field components are -15 
ts. The data range is limited by 
Figure 18 the radial and axial 
d are shown for all constant z 

vering the ac electric field dis- 
found the hybrid electric field 

of Figure 16. Figure 19 shows there- 
red to the recovered ac electric field. 
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tion for which the light 

= 0 in Figure 4) by averaging the posi- 
st touches the ground electrode and the 
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Figure 15. Characteristic parameter measurements on lines with con- 
stant y for fundamental and double frequency measurements with Vac = 
4 kV,,, and V& = 9.86 kV. The Iz, light intensity measurements were 
normalized to the I ,  measurements by multiplying IzW by 4Vdc/Vac (see 
(177) and (178)). 

position for which I d c  in (176) is completely extinguished due to block- 
ing by the ground plane. The horizontal origin (y = 0) is determined 
as the point for which aac = 7r and I,, is symmetric with respect to 
position y, We believe that the horizontal positioning is fairly accurate 
however expect a possible error of 60.3 mm in the vertical positions 
for a light beam with diameter of -1 mm. The other major source of 
error could be the overall alignment of the system. Note that the light 
travels -25 cm in the Kerr cell and even a small alignment problem of 
~ 0 . 1 ” ~  such as a tilted support for the laser, may cause an uncertainty 
of 0.5 mm in the position, The finite size of the electrodes and small un- 
certainties in tip-plane distance and the radius of the curvature of the 
point electrode also contribute to possible discrepancies. 

Other than positioning, the other major problem we faced was the sta- 
bility of the measurements. We needed to filter the oil extensively and 
vacuum dry the test chamber to remove particles, moisture and bubbles 
in order to get reliable data. Even then there were considerable fluctua- 
tions in the measurements and we needed to set the measurement time 
constant of the lock-in amplifier to -10 s. Due to these fluctuations and 
the computer controlled mechanical rotations of the analyzing polarizer 
during the search for the characteristic angle, each point measurement 
took -40 min. We believe that such other factors as electrohydrody- 
namic motion and temperature gradients cause some light refraction 
and fluid electro-convection effects that contribute to the fluctuations 
in the measurements. In future work we hope to minimize the effects of 
temperature gradients with a better temperature controller system and 
to develop a model to account for electrohydrodynamic motion. 
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Figure 16. Characteristic parameter measurements on lines with con- 
stant z for fundamental and double frequency measurements with Vac = 
4 kV,,, and V d c  = 9.86 kV. The 12, light intensity measurements were 
normalized to the I ,  measurements by multiplying 1 2 ,  by 4Vdc/Vac (see 
(177) and (178)). 

Within the sensitivity of our measurements it is rather difficult to 
make quantitative conclusions about the space charge at this time. Fig- 
ure 15 shows that the characteristic parameter measurements from Izu 
are very close to those from I, hence we do not believe that there were 
significant space charge effects. There were however larger differences 
for the measurements shown in Figure 16. This may be due to experi- 
mental error or may in fact indicate a space charge injection. The electric 
field constructions from the data in Figure 19 shows a decrease of elec- 
tric field magnitude near the needle and increase near the ground plane 
which is consistent with positive charge injection from the needle. 

For the onion peeling method we found that small differences in ex- 
perimental data can have a large effect on the reconstructed electric field. 
Although our data smoothing technique enabled us to use the method 
successfully, more research is needed to characterize the impact of ex- 
perimental noise on the method. The crude assumption that the electric 
field is zero outside the measurement zone also introduced some error 
into the inversion process. Our application of the onion peeling method 
to numerically generated perfect data shows that the method accurately 
recovers the applied electric field everywhere except in the start-up re- 
gion, typically -2 mm inside the outermost data point for numerical 
experiments based on the setup described in Section 10.4. This justified 
the method as it is and it is expected that in the new design of the ex- 
perimental setup the windows will be larger so that this problem will 
be less significant. Nevertheless we are examining the possible use of a 
postulated electric field outside the measurement zone which will either 
depend on the last few data points or large distance limit of the elec- 

0 2 8 11 

0 " '  I 
! 

3.5 1 
2 8 10 Y(") 0 

Figure 17. The radial and axial components of the recovered electric 

tric field distribution of the geometry We are also improving the onion 
peeling method by using smooth and continuous polynomial approx- 
imations to the electric field rather than the step-wise approximations 
used in this paper. 

We are hopeful that by employing an expanded beam and using a two 
dimensional measurement system like a camera or a two dimensional 
optical detector array, most problems due to positioning, mechanical 
elements and finite size of the beam will be avoided. Research is un- 
derway to increase the robustness of the onion peeling method and to 
derive a generalization of the inverse Abel transform [30]. We believe 
that with these improvements the optical measurement of the electric 
field distribution of point/plane and other axisymmetric electrode ge- 
ometries will become a powerful tool for dielectric research. Future re- 
search will also try to extend the method to arbitrary three dimensional 
electric field distributions. 

field on the whole y measurement range for z = 4.445 mm. 

11 CONCLUSIONS 

OST past Kerr electro-optic measurements have been limited 
to cases where the electric field magnitude and direction have 

been constant along the optical path. In this paper we presented the the- 
ory of Kerr electro-optic measurements for cases where the electric field 
magnitude and direction vary along the path. The governing differen- 
tial equations of light propagation in arbitrary Kerr media were derived 
from Maxwell's equations using the weak birefringence of Kerr media. 

An analysis of the governing equations showed that arbitrary Kerr 
media can be described by three characteristic parameters (CQ, c i f ,  y). 
These characteristic parameters are related to the electric field through 
the matricant of the governing equations and can be measured by usual 
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